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FOREWORD

The Water' Reactor Safety Research Programs Quarterly Report describes

current activities and technical progress in the programs at Brookhaven

National Laboratory sponsored by the USNRC Division of Reactor Safety Research.

The projects reported each quarter are the f' owing: LWR Thermal Hydraulic

Development, Advanced Code Evaluatior, .dAC Code Assessment, and Stress Cor-

s rosion Cracking of PWR Steam Generator Tubing.

The previous reports, BNL-NUREG-50624, BNL-NUREG-50661, BNL-NUREG-50683,

BNL-NUREG-50747, BNL-NUREG-50785, BNL-NUREG-50820, BNL-NUREG-50883, BNL-NUREG-

50931, BNL-NUREG-50978, BNL-NUREG-51015, BNL-NUREG-51081, and BNL-NUREG-51131

have covered the periods October 1, 1976 through September 30, 1979.
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I. LIGHT WATER REACTOR SAFETY

Summary

In the modeling developed to calulate the nonequilibrium vapor generation
rates, the nucleation inception and the bubble growth have been treated separate-
ly. Fixing the flashing onset by means of the Alamgir-Lienhard correlation at
the nozzle throat for BNL experiments provides a method to determine the degree
of superheat (pressure) at the inception point and to calculate the critical ra-
dius of the bubbles formed. Assuming nucleation to take place only on the pipe
walls, the only free parameter lef t was the packing density of the bubbles on
the wall at the inception point. A value chosen for this parameter in turn fixes

for the specific conditions. With the above determined conditions thea, and Cpvapor generation equation was solved and the void profiles calculated. The re-
sults were compared with the experimental area averaged void fractions obtained
in the last series of runs.

The range of C 's obtained for the BNL experiments compares favorably with
Pthe values of C found in pipe flows at lower mass fluxes by Reocreux (1974).

The void predictions diverged from the experimental data for a>0.25 which is as-
sociated with the transition from bubbly to slug flows. This indicates that as
expected the conduction-limited bubble growth model is applicable only to bub-
ly flows.

The experimental data of five runs were also compared to TRAC-PIA predic-
tions.

The BNL jet pump-recirculation loop model which was recently added to the
code is being modified so that the jet pump M ratio can be specified as an in-
put number. A new fuel rod model was implemented and improves agreement with a-
vailable data. Nineteen trips have been implemented into the code. Code assess-
ment continues with comparisons being made against measured data and data from
another code. Specific problems related to using the code were investigated.

Work on the independent TRAC-PIA assessment has continued with the Moby-
Dick nitrogen-water experiments, Marviken critical flow tests, RPI phase sepa-
ration tests and the FRIGG loop tests. The TRAC-predictions of the Moby-Dick
nitrogen-water tests showed significant sensitivity to the two-phase friction
factor options. However, the predictions for the Marviken tests were not that
sensitive to this option. In spite of many attempts, no converged steady-state
TRAC-prediction was obtained for either the RP1 phase separation tests (without
rods) or the FRICG-loop tests (with rods and heating).

The spatial plotting capability of the associated plotting code, TRGR1T,
was expanded. Also, a BNL version of the TRAC-PIA / MODI with more accurate sur-
face tension calculation was made available.

I

I
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1. Nonequilibrium Phase Change Studies (O.C. Jones, Jr.)

1.1 Purpose of Project.

The major purpose of this project is to develop improved analytical de-
scriptions . of nonequilibrium liquid-vapor phase change processes for use in
advanced computer codes with particular reference to the post dryout regime and
to the decompressive - flashing regime. Experimental data were to be obtained to
provide baseline information where insuf ficient data existed. In addition, both
local and global instrumentation developments were to be undertaken to provide
support as necessary to the overall effort.

To accomplish these goals, the following three tasks have been identified:

1. Analytical Modeling;

II. Flashing Experiments;

III. Instrumentation Development;

It is the purpose of this report to briefly summarize the status of each task,
the work accomplished previous to the reporting period, and the specific project
accomplishments during this quarter.

,

1.2 Summary of Previous Progress

1.2.1. Task I. Analytical Modeling
,

a

In the n'odel developed to calculate the nonequilibrium vapor generation
rates, it was decided to treat the nucleation inception point and the bubble
growth separately. The nucleation inception point is usually under varying de-
grees of nonequilibrium and constitutes the origin of the time scale for the
bubble growth history.

For flowing systems in pipes and in nozzles, the inception points were re-
,lated - to the Alamgir and Lienhard's (1979) static onset correlation. For the |

bubbly flow regime (0 < o < 0 25), a conduction dominated bubble growth model was
]; proposed by Saha (1977) and Wu (1979). The above mentioned model was_ applied to

the . experimental data of Reocreux (1974) and the values of the three unknown
parameters, inception point, ZNVC, initial void fraction, a and the para-n,
meter Cp were determined by the ''best fit" to the void data. In reality
ZNVG' "o and C> are all related to each other once the inception point isy

determined, and such a method was pursued during this quarter and was applied to
the BNL flashing experiments. |

*

1
- 1.2.2 Task II. Flashing Experiments.

Previous to the, reporting quarter, three series of flashing uperiments had
:been completed and reported (Zimmer 1979). A fourth series of flashing ex-
periments was initiated to fulfill the proposed test matrix. Two groups of runs
were executed at inlet temperatures of 100 and 120C at various inlet mass fluxes
and pressure distributions were measured as well as area averaged void profiles.

;

There are still fif teen experiments to be performed to complete the test matrix, ;

J
,

!

| |
;

i

- - . . . -
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p es well as some repeats if necessary

1.3 Accomplishments During Reporting Period.

1.3.1 Task I.- Analytical Modeling (B.J.C. Wu, N. Abuaf)
,

Calculation of Vapor Generation Rates and Coraparison with Experiments.'

- Flashing as a result of rapid depressurization of liquid flows in commercial
pipe s is most likely initiated by- heterogeneous nucleation of vapor bubbles in
the bulk liquid and/or at crevices or microcavities along the wall with pre-
existing gas phase. Following Oswatitsch's (1942) . treatment of condensation in
supersonic nozzles, Zuber, et al. (1966) proposed an expression for the calcula-
tion of the mass flow rate of vapor G over a cross section located at a pointg

,

Z along a duct of constant cross section A :c

f' ( m (Z, C) J(C) dCG (Z) =g
#

o;

whsre (h is the perimeter of the duct, J(C) is the nucleation rate per unit4.

. wall area at- point C along the pipe, m(Z,C) is the mass at Z of a vapor bubble
nucleated at .C and Z is a point upstream of the nucleation zone. Thed

o
integration effectively sums the vapor mass of all the bubbles nucleated before*

the point Z. Although Oswatitsch's model has been applied to the study of con-
densation in high speed flows (Wegener and Wu 1977) with remarkable success, its
extension to flashing flow or subcooled boiling has been difficult. This is"

mainly because our lack of understanding of the heterogeneous nucleation proc-
ess.

To circumvent this difficulty, it was decided to treat the nucleation and
'

bubble growth separately. The nucleation onset point which is usually under
> ' varying degrees of nonequilibrium conditions strongly affects the subsequent

vapor generation rate calculations through several factors. The thermodynamic
conditions at this inception point determines the local inception superheat,

,

i.e., the' local pressure and thus the critical bubble radius at onset. The same,

inception point also constitutes the origin of the time scale for the bubble
.

growth history, and thus forms the starting point for all the void development2
-

integration schemes and . also ' fixes the initial superheat- or driving force for~

'

the vapor generation and ' void growth. The correlation developed by Alamgir-

Lienhard (1979) relating the static pressure undershoot below the saturation
pressure (at inlet temperature). at the inception point to the reduced initial

- temperature and local depressurization rate was extended both to pipe flows
(Jones 1979) and nozzle flows to determine the flashing inception point.

Next, the -local vapor - generation rate in the bubble growth region may be
calculated from conduction limited bubble growth equations developed by Jones ,

4

and -_ Zuber (1978) but locally approximated by those first derived by Forster and
Zubar (1954). and Plesset and ~ Zwick (1954). The local vapor generation rate de-

ptnds primarily on three quantities which are unknown a priori:

a. The onset-of flashing or inception point, ZNVG, which is usually

i

i

> v g - - w ~ + - r -+
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under-nonequilibrium conditions and constitutes the origin of the time
scale for the bubble growth history;

~b. The initial void fraction a , at the point of inception; ando

A quantity Cp, which is related to the number of bubbles generated atc.

the inception point.

This above-mentioned conduction controlled vapor generation rate was applied
to the experimental ~ data of Reocreux (1974), and the values of these three para-
meters, ZNVG' G and Cp were determined by the "best fit" to the void datao,
(Wu 1979). In reality, they are all related to each other. If the inception
superheat is .specified, thereby dete rmining the onset location ZNVG, the
critical bubble radius _at the onset of nucleation is also known. Assuming all
vapor bubbles are of critical size at inception point, the value of the initial
void fraction,n , is then uniquely related to the bubble population at theo
inception point.

The approach followed consisted in solving and integrating the vapor genera-
tion equation (Eq. 7 Wu, 1979) by independently determining the unknown para-
meters. The onset . of flashing or inception point ZNVG, was fixed from a
semi-empirical onset correlation. The Alamgir-Lienhard (1979) correlation re-
lating the pressure undershoot below P at the inception point to the re-sat
duced initial temperature and depressurization rate was used.* Once the ince p-
tion point pressure was determined , the critical radius at the onset point was
calculated and assuming nucleation to take place only on the pipe walls, the
only free parameter left was the packing density of bubbles on the wall a't
inception point. A value chosen for this free parameter in turn fixed n ando
Cp for the specific conditions. With the above determined values of the para-
meters Z a and C the va por generation equation (Eq. 7, Wu 1979) was3yg, o p,
solved and its solution provided the full details of the nonequilibrium trans-
itional region where vapor generation took place.

Since flashing inception in converging-diverging nozzle flows with subcooled
inlet conditions always occurred at or near the throat, ZNVG was fixed at the
throat location (Abuaf, 1979). Thus, for the BNL experiments,

l

ZNVG = 304.8 mm (1.1)

Assuming in addition the vapor bubbles at the inception point were all spheres 1

of equal size which wa s equal to the critical bubble radius r
{crit cor-responding to the local thermodynamic state, it was possible to relate to Co

based on purely geometrical considerations:

og = 0.0532 (Cprcrit)3 (1.2)

IThe numerical factor arose from the spherical geometry of the voids. Next, the j

' * This definition may be refined by coupling with the turbulence correlation of ,

Jones (1979) to determine the onset point or ZNVG. Actually, the latter has 1

y been heretofore considered unimportant in nozzles where boundary layer ef fects
; are suppressed, and the static inception correlation was directly applied to the
} nozzle flows.
r

., _ - . ,_ -- - - . .
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idscs of Alamgir and Lienhard (1979) were extended to steady flows in a noz-
a result of convective motion of thezie, where depressurization occurred as

fluid. There were some minor conceptual dif ficulties in transforming Alamgir
end Lienhard's Lagrangian treatment to an Eulerian description suitable for ap-
plication to nozzle flows, since the bubbles were generated at nucleation sites
en colid surfaces which did not move with the fluid. In contrast, if the nucle-
etion sites were distributed volumetrically in the fluid, strict correspondence
batween nucleation processes in steady and unsteady flows could be found. (See,
e.g. the treatment of unsteady condensation problems by Wu, 1977 and that of
steady flow by Wegener and Wu 1977.) However, in view of the more serious un-
certainty associated with the number of available nucleation sites, these minor
difficulties were not pursued further. Thus, following Alamgir and Lienhard, it
was assumed that at flashing inception a certain fraction of the vall was cov-
cred with vapor bubbles of critical size. The cross-sectional averaged values

of bubble number density N, and a were functions of the local wall geometry.o
Thun

(1.3)N ,

/3 r U#*

crit rit

and
# #

,1 4u crit 2.418 crit
), _

R n Ro n 3/T
.

.where R was the local radius of the test section and n was a measure of the hub-
ble packing density. If the wall was completely covered with bubbles, n = 1; if
only 1% of the wall was covered, n = 100; etc. The corresponding Cp was

- /3
C = 3.569 (n r R) (1.5)

p crit

fixed at the throat location, only n was unknown. TheThus, with ZNVG
value of n was found by comparison of this model with the experimen*al results.
In the current work, n was found by iteration: a value of q was assumed , the

and Cp calculated and the integration outlined by Wu (1979)corresponding ao
was carried out. The procedure was repeated for a new 0 until agreement was re-*

ached between the calculated and measured area-averaged a-distributions.

To account for the change in flow kinetic energy as a result of area varia-
tion in the nozzle, the local specific 'enthalpy of the flow was estimated from
adiabatic flow with zero slip:

1 0
const = h (1.6)h +2 -7 =

om p,
where . h was the stagnation enthalpy. The local mass flux of the mixture was -

o
given by the continuity equation

A /A , (1.7)G/Gj =
f

where the. ef fective area ratio obtained from hydrod ynamic calibration of the
test section, rather than the geometric value, was .used to account for friction-
nel effects in an approximate manner.
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In a few of 'the last. series of experiments, Exp. 116-148, larger
fluc.tuations in pin than in previous experiments were found. The origin of
these unexpected pressure fluctuations has as yet not been identified with
certainty. However, it appears they may be due to normal fluctuations
encountered in very low flow conditions with the new pump which required large
bypass flows to reduce discharge pressure to values below the test facility
design limits. (Note that the replacement pump was an existing pump installed
to provide the high flow ratea required in these ex pe riment s) . In a small
number of these last experiments, void fraction was found to continue to
increase in regions in the divergent part of the test section where the local
pressure measured was apparently below the saturation preasure corresponding to
Tin, acontradictory situation. Small errors in pressu& measurement (% 1%)
were especially critical in the diverging section of the nozzle where the
pressure. was almost constant and near the saturation value. These small
fluctuations caused the calculational scheme to oscillate between vaporization
and condensation.

In the experiments where recondensation occurred, the point where a reached
a maximum value should correspond to the location where the liquid crossed the
saturation pressure from a superheated state. Examination of the experimental
data where saturation crossing was encountered, and calibrations of the pressure
transducers and RTD temperature sensors, suggested that an error equivalent of 3
kPa (%1%) could have been experienced in the last series of experiments.* A
correction of + 3.0 kPa was thus applied to the inlet saturation pressure of all
runs between 116 and 148 which had the effect of eliminating the few anomalies
noted above. This correction was equivalent approximately to increasing the in-
let temperature by 1 C, thereby increasing local superheat by an equivalent
amount.

The results of two typical calculations, for Exp. I19 and 136, were shown in
Figs. l.l and 1.2. The values of q, Cp and no found to give the best fit to the
experimental data were summarized in Table It was found that a ranged from

-1400 to 8000, while Cp ranged from 2800 to 8900 m This range of Cp
compares favorably with the value of 3000 < Cp < 6300 m-1 found in pipe flows
at lower mass fluxes (Reocreux 1974) and reported before (Wu, 1979). The
comparison is shown in Figure 1.3.

As was encountered in the case of the straight pipe experiments, when void
fractions much in excess of those generally associated with the transition from
bubbly . to slug (churn) flows were encountered, the model diverged from the
experimental results. This indicates the conduction-limited bubble growth model
is applicable, as expected, to bubbly flows only and other modeling will be
required for churn turbulent and annular or annular dispersed flows.

1.1.2 Comparison with Computer Codes (TRAC-PlA).

The experimental data of five of the runs perfo rmed in the third set of
i

flashing tests were also compared with TRAC-Pl A predictions. The first three (set of data presented in Fig.l.4,1.5 and 1.6 were performed at 100 C inlet tem- I

peratures and increasing mass flow rates from 4.6 - 9.06 kg/s. The second set |
of the pressure distributions and void profiles presented in Figsl.7 md IB were '

* A recalibration of the RTD, which measures the inlet temperature of the test
section, revealed that the temperature indicated was 0.6 C lower than the
actual one. j

l

1
1
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TABLE L1

SUMMARY OF COMPARISON OF VOID DEVELOPMENT MODEL WITH BNL EXPERIMENTS
,

C r(m-1) G rlRun* o

119/120 2800 1.1 x 10-6 1500

122/124 5300 3.7 x 10-6 400

132/131 3900 1.9 x 10-7 4000
;

' - 133/134 8400 4.6 x 10-7 1000

136/135 6900 2.2 x 10-7 2000

137/138 5600 3.8 x 10-8 8000
|

140/139 5600 3.8 x 10-8 8000'

.-

145/146 8900 1.2 x 10-6 500

148/147 7400- 5.6 x 10-7 1000

i

,

* The first number corresponds to the run in which the pressure distribution was
' measured. The second number designates the companion void fraction measurement.

,

.

v., e
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conducted at an inlet temperature of 121 C and mass flow rates of 7.4 and 8.9 l

kg/s.

The observations ~from the conparison are similar- to the ones reported be-
~

fore; that .. TRAC-PlA predicts a lower mass flow rate than the experimentally
measured ones for the last'three cases. It predicts the trends in the pressure
and void profiles. In all these Figures,1.4,1,5,1.6,1.7 aid L8 the void fractions

plotted at a given cross section are the area averaged values calculated from
the transverse profiles obtained at each axial location.

The last two figures,1.7 and 1.8, representing the two repeats of the pressure
and void profiles that are performed for each run depict an example of the re-
producibility and repeatability of the results.
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2. RAMONA, IRT and RETRAN Code Modification and Evaluation

The BNL jet pump-recirculation loop model, which was recently added to the
code, is being modified so that the jet pump M ratio can be specified as an
input number. Two approaches are being tried. In one, the given M ratio is
used and the core inlet loss coefficients are adjusted to give the expected
steady state jet pump head , and mass flow. In the other approach, the loss
coefficients are fixed and the jet pump head takes on some value in order to
give the correct mass flow. A new jet pump-recirculation loop and steam sepa-
rator model developed by Scandpower (ScP) was received.

A new ScP fuel rod model was received and implemented. The calculated
core power during Turbine Trip Test No. 3 (TT3) with this model in place is
now in better agreement with the measured data. Nineteen different trips have
now been implemented into the code.

Code Assessment continues with comparisons being made against data from
TT3 and data calculated by the BNL-TWIGL code. Transfer function calculations
based on a sinusoidal disturbance indicate the void response to a pressure
increase is not as large as expected. Changes in the slip model did not
change the power response for TT3 significantly; nor did changing the initial
core average void fraction. Problems in achieving the steady state were in-
vestigated as were problems which result in unexpected oscillations in the
steamload and the inability to have direct energy deposition in the moderator.
Work continued on implementing the steamline model and in writing routines
which produce a plot-file.

2.1 RAMONA Jet Pump - Recirculation Loop Model

Work continued with the BNL jet pump-recirculation loop model in order to
have the jet pump M ratio as a given input number. To do this the hydraulics
input for the Peach Bottom Turbine Trip Test No. 3 (TT3) was modified by re-
ducing the core loss coefficients. Then the input of the M ratio and proper

- suction leg and drive line jet pump loss coefficients resulted in the correct

steady state mass flow and a jet pump head equal to that obtained using |
RE LAP-3B , Lu (1979) . '

1

The jet pump M ratio is defined as |

F( " W /W
|

g d

1

where W3 and Wd are the suction leg and drive line mass flows, respective-
ly. Conservation of mass yields

W +~

RL s d
*

The given total recirculation line mass flow, WRL, then allows calculation j
of the suction and drive flows |

|
|

WQ |
W -W

a gt
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s" RL - d *

Then for a given jet pump' head, Equations (5) and (8) of Ruger (1979) can be
used to obtain the suction leg loss coefficient:

W
*S - S#set " O jet dif - 2 PUMP

m sct

and Pdif are given by Equations (6) and (7) of Ruger (1979).where P ie tThe total drive line loss coefficient can be obtained from the drive line mo-
mentum equation, Equation (10) of Ruger (1979), under steady state condi-
tions.

b"d+ dwn + noz

-
_

2)W /W -dp + (KAP +=
s dset

_ 2p ,A
,

The steady state tuning is then concluded by adjusting the RAMONA core inlet
loss coefficients such that the given jet pump heat produces the desired
steady state mass flow.

This steady state tuning was accomplished outside the code and the re-
sultant pump loss coefficients were then used as input data. This procedure
is presently being incorporated into the RAMONA code along with an alternate
procedure in which the RAMONA core loss coef ficients remain fixed and the jet-,

pump head is tuned to give the desired steady state mass flow. The relative
usefulness of.these procedures will be tested on Peach Bottom Turbine Trip
Tests 1 and 2.

The transient behavior of the jet pump-recirculation loop model has been
further tested by a pump trip calculation in which the drive pump is cut of f
during the transient. This case led to the discovery of some coding errors in
the drive pump head calculations, which were not evident under the Peach Bot-
tom Turbine Trip Test 3 conditions, since pump response was small in this

These errors have been corrected resulting in a smooth coast down pumpcase.
trip calculation.

The Scandpower (ScP) jet pump-recirculation loop model and steam separator j

model were received. The packade included documentation and RAMONA updates I

which will now be applied to the BNL version and tested.

2.2 RAMONA Plant Protection System
1

Nineteen different trips have now been implemented into the RAMONA III
code. . They can be broken up into five classifications according to the trip

that is possible to activate. These five areas are scram, turbine stop valve
_ trip, recirculation pump trip, turbine bypass valve opening, and feedwater

. .
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system trip. A memo describing each of the signals that cause a particular
type of trip to occur and the RAMONA input associated with each trip has been
written (Lekach (1980)).

Input for the trips adheres to the RAMONA input specifications. Input
cards can be put anywhere in the input deck in any order. The default status
is no trip unless there is an input card for a particular trip that will acti-
vate the analysis of the trip signal. Trips are activated during the dynamic
mode of RAMONA calculations. At the beginning of a run all the trip specifi-
cations for that run are printed out. During a run, whenever a trip is acti-
vated, a message appears. At the end of a run a summary of all trip actions
taken appears in the summary section of the printout.

Table I lists all the trips. If a feedwater system trip is called for, a
table of flowrate (as a function of flowrate just before the trip) versus time
must be input. Similar tables must be input for the flowrates at the turbine
stop valve and/or bypass valve if trips for these valves are specified. If

scram is possible a control rod speed must be given. Each trip can have a de-
lay time between the trip signal and trip activation.

2.3 RAMONA Fuel Rod Modelling

iThe new ScP fuel rod model was received and implemented into RAMONA-III. '

Results at BNL for Sample Problem No. 2 reproduce those obtained by ScP. This
model is similar to the BNL model discussed in the previous progress report.
They both allow for heat capacity in the clad and for an explicit gap repre-
sentation but use different numerical algorithms. Non uniform heat generation
which is taken into account in the BNL model is not considered in the ScP mod-
el. Turbine Trip Test No. 3 was run with the new fuel rod model. The calcu-
lated core power during the transient was higher with the new model because
the inclusion of clad heat capacity tends to delay the negative feedback which
results from the heat being conducted into the coolant from the fuel rod.
These results improve the agreement with measurements. The trend was also
found to be true using the BNL fuel rod model.

The original BNL fuel rod model only allowed for a total of four nodes for
the pellet, gap, and clad. RAMONA-III was modified to allow for more nodes
and noding studies were begun. Since there exists another fuel rod model and
programming problems related to the BNL model, this work has been deferred.

2.4 RAMONA Code Assessment

Calculations of Turbine Trip Test No. 3 (TT3) show that RAMONA-III under-
predicts the rise in power that was observed. The cause for this seems to be
a combination of deficiencies in the hydraulics modelling and the neutronics
input data. In order to isolate and identify the source of these deficiencies
a small sinusoidal pressure peturbation was imposed rather than the TT3 steam-
dome pressure. All other input was held constant. The system variables such
as void, relative power, average flux, etc. were observed and noted to ex-
hibit sinustodal behavior. Amplitudes and phases were noted and used to com-
pute approximate transfer functions. Of special interest were those of pres-
sure-void and void power. While realizing all the limitations of using such

I
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,
TABLE 2.1

i

RAi?NA PIANT PROTECTION SYSTEM

Trip Condition

j . A.'Feedwater System Trip ~ 1. . Time
2. High vessel water level'

j ~B.. Scram -1. Time
2. Turbine inlet valve closure
3. High power*

,

4. Low reactor vessel water level
5. High reactor vessel water level.

6. High system pressure
7. Main steam isolation valve closure

4 <

C. Turbine Stop Valve Trip 1. Time
2. Low vessel water level

,

3. High vessel water level
4. Low turbine inlet pressure

. D. Recirculation Pump _ Trip 1. Time
2. Turbine inlet valve closure

, 3. High system pressure
'

4. Low vessel water level

i
E._ Turbine Bypass Opening 1. Time

2. Turbine inlet valve closure

!

I

i

1

I

k

i

,

,
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.

m
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,
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analysis on non-linear systems, these approximate numbers were compared to
similar numbers extracted from BNL-TWIGL for TT3. Preliminary results indi-
cate agreement in the void power transfer function. Other relationships noted
such as a phase lag between relative power and average flux are to await
further study.

The sensitivity of RAMONA to the slip formulation was explored. The re-
placement of the slip model with the model of Henry-Fauske was attempted but
led to difficulty in successfully relaxing to a steady state. Removing " slip"
by modifying the parameters in the Bankoff-Malnes correlation and allowing the
stagnation vapor velocity to approach zero void worked successfully. It in-
creased the relative power peak by 10%.

The sensitivity of relative power peak to the steady state average void in
the core was explored. Different steady states were obtained by varying the
flow through the core thereby obtaining a variety of mean core voids. The

BNL-TWIGL value for mean core void was lower than the RAMONA value (0.28 as
opposed to .34). Such variation made less than 10% difference in the relative
power peak value.

Specific problems related to using the code were investigated. These
included problems in achieving the steady state, oscillations in the steam-
load, and errors in the direct moderator energy deposition.

The RAMONA code has shown to be sensitive in attempts to relax to steady
state. The steady state formulation will not entertain negative velocities.
When negative velocities are encountered they lead to fatal errors. During

t

the relaxation process swings in values do occur which often prevent success-
'

ful relaxation to steady state. One example of this sensitivity was in a
study in which the input data for the Solberg void correlation was varied.
Small variations in these parameters led to an unsucessful relaxation of the
steady state. This has also been observed with changes in downcomer/recircu-
lation loop inpue parameters.

The mass flow into the steam line, WSL, was observed to oscillate. In TT3
WSL of course changes magnitude and sign consistent with acoustic waves in the
long steam line. In the version of RAMONA used, the value of WSL was noted to
swing in one time step from positive to negative its full value. In this ver-
sion the steam dome pressure is imposed from a data table. (A series of i

ordered pairs of pressure and time values.) The value of the derivative of
pressure with time is computed from the table and is discontinuous. In this
version of the code the value of WSL is computed from this derivative, the
volume of vapor in the vessel and its compressibility. Calculations with this
part of the code were modified and were not found to affect the power peak.
This area of RAMONA will be modi fied when the BNL steamline model is incor-
porated.

Turbine trip test results have been found in the past to be sensitive to
the amount of power directly deposited in the water of the reactor. RAMONA
considers the inchannel water as " coolant" and the water in the bypass region

I
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cc " moderator." The bypass region includes water in the gaps between bundles
es well as in the reflector region. Direct neutronic feedback is only af-
facted by the coolant conditions; the moderator temperature and density are
nat used in that way. Nevertheless the overall system balance requires the
proper moderator conditions. Seven input numbers in RAMONA bear on the energy
dsposited outside the fuel. In examining how these were used it was dis-
covered that the code did not deposit energy directly in the moderator as
cdvertised. The only mechanism for energy deposition in the moderator was by
conduction f rom the coolant region.

2.5 RAMONA Programming Considerations

Work has continued on the implementation of the steamline model in
RAMONA-III and is now close to completion. With the additional code and stor-
age required for the steamline model the BNL version of RAMONA-III is now
close to the capacity of Small Core Memory on the BNL 7600. Before the imple-
mentation of other changes and new models to the code it will be necessary to
create an overlayed version of RAMONA-III.

Preliminary ordinate-abscissa plots have been preduced from information
generated by RAMONA. The plotting program expects RAMONA to produce a su.cle
record at each output time which must be preceded by header information at the
beginning of the plot file. In RAMONA not all variables are in memory at the
came time, different parts of the calculation are carried out with differing
time steps, and rejecting / repeating of steps is allowed. The code has been
written and implemented to allow an easy mechanism to output information to
the plot file. Calls to output specific variables to the plot tape can be
done locally in the routines the variables are referenced with heading infor-
mation being generated automatically.

i,

|
|
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2.6 IRT Code Modification and Evaluation

2.6.1 Once-Through Steam Generator Modeling - Mark I Version

The Mark I version of the once-through steam generator (OTSG) .model that has
been implemented in the IRT code is based on assumptions similar to the IRT pri-
mary system modeling (i.e., homogeneous equilibrium model with the system pres-
sure spacially constant). The steam generator secondary side is divided into 13
control volumes with the 12th volume representing the upper annular space con-
necting the secondary side to the steamline. The 13th volume is used to repre-
sent the downcaner and includes a provision for the addition of normal feed-
water. For each of the secondary side volumes, excluding those representing the
annular steam space and the downcaner, there are corresponding primary side and
tube metal volumes that are used for the calculation of the steam generator heat
transfer rate. Between one of the secondary side nodes and the downcamer, there
is a path (to represent the aspirator) through which a fraction of the steam in
the tube region is recirculated to the downcuner to preheat the feedwater to ap-
proximately saturated conditions. The pressure in the primary system steam gen-
erator volumes is assumed uniform spatially as calculated by the original IRT
eq ua tions . The secondary side pressure is also spatially uniform and is calcu-
lated from the conservation of mass and energy equations and the equation of
state. The flow from the downcomer to the secondary tube region is strongly de-
pendent on' friction and the dif ference in gravity head between the downcaner and
boiling region and is obtained by solving the momentum equation (assuming a uni-
form secondary side pressure).

A provision has been included for the addition of auxiliary feedwater that
is distributed over a fixed number of nodes in the upper tube region of the sec-
onda ry sid e . Alternatively, auxiliary feedwater can be added to the downconer
in the same way as normal feedwater.

The boundary conditions for the primary side volumes include coolant en-
thalpy and flow rate at the primary side steam generator inlet. These para-
meters are obtained from the IRT primary system calculation. The secondary
side boundary conditions include the feedwater flow rate and enthalpy; the steam

,

flow removed from the secondary side is either user specified or calculated from |
the OTSG model secondary side control system.

Each of the steam generator tube nodes is assumed to be at a uniform tenper- j

ature at the centerline of the tube wall. The secondary side surface wall temp- |

erature, required in calculating the heat transfer coef ficient, is estimated
from the average tube temperature by accotmting for the tube internal heat
transfer resistance. The primary and secondary side heat transfer coef ficients
are determined based on the thermal-hydraulic conditions prevailing in each con-
trol volume. The heat transfer modes available include forced convection, sub- >

cooled and nucleate boiling, transition boiling, stable film boiling and single-
phase steam flow. In addition, correlations for the onset of boiling and criti-
cal heat flux ~are provided.

This model will be available in each of the primary system loops such that
asymetric primary and secondary system plant transients can be simulated. l

|
1
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2.6.2 Once-Through Steam Generator Modeling - Mark II version

The current once-through steam generator model in the IRT code consists of
12 ' fixed volumes for each of primary, secondary tubes and metal wall, therefore
. nseding 36 calculational volumes. It is suggested that moving boundary scheme,
- rcquiring much fewer nodes, may save calculation time and also alleviate
. inattbility problema due to sudden change of heat transfer regimes in a large
fixed volume.

The suggested (moving boundary) model divides the secondary side tube of the '

cteam generator by up to four boundaries including two moving boundaries. The
fixed boundaries may be set at the points of tube rupture and recirculation to
downcomer as prescribed by user input. The moving boundaries divide the liquid
or vapor regions from the two phase region and are tracked throughout the *

calculation. All four boundaries may not exist at all times.

The primary side is considered to be entirely liquid or low quality two-
phase region, consistent with the current IRT code. The boundary between liquid
and two-phase regions in the primary side is not tracked because it is not con-
sidered as important as in the secondary side for the range of problems that the
IRT code is used. Tracking both primary and secondary boundaries seems to make<

the program logic much more dif ficult without cor uponding benefit.-

As with the current IRT code, the boundary conditions are provided by the
IRT primary loop calculation (hine W p) for primary side and user pro-ine

Wout) for the secondary side. In both sides,-vided function (hine Wins
pressure is assumed to be spatially uniform. The original IRT assumption of
homogeneous and equilibrium is retained. The possibility of flow reversal is
not considered .

The analysis is based on a transient, one-dimensional, homogeneous equilib-
rium model. Two conservation equations of mass and energy are integrated over
the variable volume to' obtain two ordinary differential equations expressing the
rate of change of average density and enthalpy in each region. Since flow rates

,

are provided as part of boundary conditions for the both sides, the momentum,

equation' will not be solved. Af ter some manipulation of these integrated equa-
tions, one obtains the secondary side overall mass conservation equation:
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where subscript I indicates quantities associated with i-th zone and i with 1-th
boundary.

Similarly, the secondary side energy conservation equation is:

O(i k+1 1 v 1 I
~# ~ ### ~ #8~
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k

W - h +1 + k = 1. n (2)g 1 k "I I=
,

i=1,

(subscript a, denoting secondary side, is omitted for convenience).

In deriving the equations, an assumption is extensively utilized that the
distribution of enthalpy, and consequently of specific volume, is linear.

Additional equations will be provided by proper definitions of boundaries.

If fixed boundaries:
3

$=0 i = 2, n1

If moving boundaries: >
|

hi=hg or hg (3)
)

i
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Or, equivalently,

ah Sh
hi=d p or p

BP BP

Similar equations can be written to describe the primary side thermal-
hydrculics. However, mass conservation equation is not needed since inlet pres-
curo (which is assumed to be uniform) is provided by the primary loop calcu-
laticn.

;

Since the primary side,is considered to be single homogeneous fluid, similar
equations as used in the present model are retained with appropriate modifica-
tiens accounting for moving boundaries, secondary side phase change, and linear
anthalpy profile.

h ,g - hy<0*k #0>I y* - , ,

Z +1 -Z i+1 + 1
~~

7
z 1+1 i e

i i

- f
+1

I I=1n<Q>y+=
,

,

i i,

(subscripts p's indicating primary side are omitted).

The secondary and primary sides are connected via equations describing wall
,

j hast transfer:
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Volumetric heat flux. for the primary and secondary sides (for the case of
circular-tube) are:

i
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Please note there are 4N equations with 4N unknowns. Those unknowns are:
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b ,s (1-2, n+1), $1 (i=2, n)pse i

Y ,I (i=1, n) and h ,p (i=2, n+1).w i

The simultaneous differential equations described above are solved by Runge
Kutta Method. At the end of each time step, the program will check appearance
and disappearance of flow regimes and make necessary adjustments.

2.6.3 Once-Through Steam Generator Analysis

The Mark I version of the once-through steam generator model has been used
to analyze an overcooling transient for a typical B&W plant. The transient an-
alyzed is an overfeed transient caused by a failure of the integrated control
system that allows the initiation of auxiliary feedwater and the continuation of
normal feedwater. The event is initiated by a turbine trip. In addition, when
the secondary side system bypass system becomes operational, it is assumed to
malfunction and remain open. These assumptions have been selected to maximize
the primary system cooldown during the transient. The purpose of the calcu-
lations is to determine whether primary system voiding occurs during the
transient.

Typical results are shown in Figure 2.1. The results indicate that voiding
occurs in the reactor upper head region at approximately 45 seconds af ter ini-
tlation of the transient. Additional analyses have been performed to evaluate '

various changes to the plant design to reduce the primary system voiding. The
following changes have been evaluated:

(a) increased emergency core cooling flow

(b) increased emergency core cooling system initiation pressure

(c) combination of (a) and (b)

(d) reduced scram rod worth

(e) increased pressurizer area

Results obtained thus far indicate that voiding occurs in the reactor upper
head region for each of the cases analyzed.

:
; 2.7 RETRAN Code Implementation ar.d Verification

The MOD 002 of the RETRAN code has been received at BNL and is currently,

| being implemented on the CDC-6600. The main dif ference between MOD 001 and
| MOD 002 are corrections in the non equilibrium pressurizer model. The modifica-
'

tions improve the convergence of the calculation when the pressurizer is nearly
| solid or nearly empty. In addition, corrections to the restart capability of

the non-equilibrium pressurizer model have been implemented.

i
Est-k continued on the implementation of various features of the RETRAN code

at BNL. Problems with the restart capability and the graphics program are being,

;'
investigated.

;

)
i

I

_ . - _ . - .
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3. TRAC Evaluation and Model Improvement

3 1 Moby-Dick Nitrogen-Water Experiments (P. Saha)

The TRAC-PlA assessment work with the Moby-Dick nitrogen-water tests
(J;cndey, 1979) continued during the re porting quarter. In view of the
n:d:lization study presented in the previous quarterly report (Saha, 1980), all
th; present runs used 42 cells to represent the test section. A small inlet

BREAK component (1 cm long) and twenty moderate-size cells (2 cm long) near the
throat were used in all runs. The Mod 1 version of TRAC-P1A was used.

The effect of various two phase friction factor options available in TRAC-
PIA was studied. Sample runs showed a rather large effect of friction factor.
Ths re fo re , it was decided to keep the same (experimental) value for the nitrogen
flow rate and * hen vary the friction factor options. This resulted in dif-

s

ferent predict 33 values of the water flow rate for the same test. The predicted
flow qualities, calculated from the predicted water flow rates and the input
(experimental) nitrogen flow rates, are compared with the experimental values in
Figure 3.1. A large effect of friction factor is seen. For both the low and
thi intermediate qualities, i.e. , Run 3176 and 3087, the annular flow model and
the Chisholm correlation gave the best predictions. The CISE correlation was

and both the homogeneous model and the Armand correlation were intha poorest ,

between. No converged prediction for the high quality run, i.e., Fun 3141,

could be obtained. This is probably due to the large difference in slip between
the slug and the annular flow regimes (Mahaffy, 1979). An input deck for Run
3141 has been sent to LASL for their examination.

The TRAC predictions for pressure and void fraction for Run 3177 (the only
predicted run with void fraction measurement) are compared with the experimental
data in Figure 3.2. The annular flow friction factor was used. The predicted

pressures near the throat are in reasonahic agreement with the data. However,

there seems to be an entrance loss which was not modeled in the present calcula-
tion. (This can be corrected by specifying an added frictional loss at the
entrance or starting the test section somewhat downstream of the entrance.) The

predicted void fractions are, however, consistently lower than the measured
vslues, particularly just downstream of the throat. Even for the homogeneous

flow, i.e., unity slip ratio, and lower gas densities (corresponding to the
elightly lower experimental pressures) the calculated void fractions were not as
high as the measured values. Therefore, it seems that the slip ratio has to be
less than one! However, it should be noted that with the exception of the first
m:asuring station, all the other void fraction measurements correspond to the i

I
diametrical void fraction only. Therefore, the relationship between the dia-
metral (measured) and the area-averaged void fraction must be taken into account |

;

b fore any conclusion can be drawn.

3.2 Marviken Critical Flow Tests (U.S. Rohatgi)

Marviken critical flow test 22 and 24 were recomputed using annular flow op-
The results do not change significantly as shown in Table 3.1tion for friction.

So the causes of underprediction of mass flux in the early part of the transient
e.ra higher vapor generation rate in the nozzle and the lack of accounting of the
h;st transfer from the vessel internals and the walls (Rohatgi, 1980a). This
h::t transfer from the solid boundaries will contribute to vapor generation in
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TABLE 3.1- Comparison of TRAC-PIA Predictions of Test 22

with the Homogeneous and the Annular Flow Friction Factor Options.

Time P computed /P experimental P computed /P experimental

(sec) Homogeneous option Annular option

0 1.0 1.0

0.4 1.1544 1.1542

1.0 0.989 0.99

2.0 0.957 0.958

5.0 0.9401 0.941

10.0 0.9274 0.928

20.0 1.0 1.00

30.0 1.022 1.023

40.0 1.039- 1.0395

50.0 1.113 1.114

i

l I

!

l

?

I
<

1
~
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tha vessel and will help in maintaining the pressure. The input for test 22
was modified to compute wall heat transfer and is being debugged.

3.3 Phase Separation Tests (U.S. Rohatgi)

-RPI has been conducting phase separation tests in a thin vertical vessel
(Rohatgi, 1980b)and TRAC-PI A input was prepared to model this facility. How-

,

svar, the program did not converge to a steady state. This input was further
exptnded to account. for inlet pipe and mixing tee and this simulation also did
not converge to a steady state. These input decks have been transmitted to LASL1

and results are awaited. Meanwhile another variation of this test was tried as
a thought experiment. The inlet pipe was closed and the vessel was filled with
air / water mixture with a uniform void distribution of 60%. The outlet pipes at

the top were kept open. This problem ran for 1036 steps (3 sec real time) in
494 see CPU time before running out of computer time. However, in this case the
phases separated and most of the vapor was in top 4 levels. The initial void
distribution and one after 3 seconds are shown in Figure 3.3. The void fraction
in top 4 level is close to 1.0 and only level 5 is shown. However, when both
the outlet pipes at the top were closed (replace BREAK with FILL), the calcula-
tion went up to 1030 steps in 494 sec of computer time. Even after 500 steps,

it seems that phases have almost separated.

Above described experiment is for phase separation in the vessel where two
| 21uid model has been used. However, a similar test can be performed with the

pipe and modelled as one-dimensional pipe. A pipe of 0.1 m diameter with a'

i length of 6.0 meters is considered. It has 60 unifore size nodes. This pipe is
filled with three sets of mixtures (air / water) with varying void fraction dis-

tribution. Figure 3.4 shows the final and intermediate void distribution for
the case with initial void fraction of 0.75%. The cases with 75% and 50% void
distribution, (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) converged to a steady state solution. How-
ever, the case with 25% (Figure 3.6) initial void distribution did not converge,
even though phases did separate. These single pipe tests show that TRAC-PIA one
dimensional formulation can compute counter current flow, low velocity flow and
flow separation. These types of computations are important for small breaks
where levels are fo rmed .

3.4 FRIGG-Loop Forced and Natural Circulation Tests (L. Neymotin)

- A number of computer runs for the FRIGG forced convection test have been
mads with the steady-state TRAC-P1A option. The input data were corresponding
to tests 313007 and 313020. Convergent results have not been obtained despite a
wide variation of the numerical scheme parameters (convergence criterion for

outer iteration: 10-3_10-4, convergence criterion for vessel iteration:

10-4-1g-7, ratio between heat transfer and fluid dynamics time step sizes:
10 -10 , maximum allowable time step size: 10-2-10-4),1

An attempt to get a solution to a steady-state air-water two phase flow
problem in a vertical FRIGG-like bundle with the bottom entrance has been also
undertaken. The 3D bundle flow region was subdivided into 6 levels in Z-

direction and all cross sections had 12 meshes. The lower face of each 1st
level's cell has been connected to PIPE and FILL with the flow areas equal to
the corresponding area of the vessel cesh. Identical connections with BREAKS

.-
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ware. performed at the exit level. Entrance void fraction and mixture velocity
were equal to .1 and 5.0 m/sec, respectively.

The results obtained have shown.that TRAC seems to have difficulty with the
void fraction boundary condition when the two phase flow enters the vessel.
Jumps in average a-distribution in Z-direction took place (.1 at FILL, .01 at

'

the first vessel level and .08 at the second one) whereas V distribution
8

indicated that the gas mass equation was not fulfilled. The same thing should
be pointed towards the liquid mass equation.

From this moment on FRIGG running was suspended until an understanding of
what is going on with 3D two phase hydrodynamics would he reached.

I 3.5 Various FLECHT Tests (L. Neymotin)

.

The FLECHT Tests results on reflooding. heat transfer and hydraulic in a ves-
sel.are being studied and processed to prepare the input data deck.

I

~

3.6 Programming Considerations (Y. Sanborn)

TRAC-PIA updates given in July 1979 TRAP, newsletter were incorporated into i

the TRAC-PIA code at BNL with identification TRAC-PIA / MOD 1. The standard sample

problems were run using TRAC-PIA / MODI and the results checked with those of
LASL.

Spatial plotting capability of the BNL version of the associated plottinp
code, TRCRIT, was expanded to draw variable vs distance plots for one-
dimensional components with L the exception of TEE and Steam Generator. In the

"

,

TRAC code, a call to the GRAF routine was added in the subroutine Steady, so j
that the graphic edit information is written on the graphic-edit file after the !

steady state is reached.

A BNL version of TRAC-P1A/ MODI, with more accurate surface tension calcula-
tion was made available.

3.7 Condensation Heat Transfer (P. Saha)

A literature survey of the condansation heat transfer has begun. The ob-

jective of this review is to recommend the most appropriate condensation heat -
- transfer coef ficients -for the primary side of the steam generator when a two-
phase steam-water . mixture (with or without the noncondensible gases) flows
-through the~ primary tubes. This can be important'in the small break analysis of'

,

'

PWR systems.

i
.
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II. METALLURGY AND MATERIALS EVALUATION

- SUMMARY-

The susceptibility of Inconel 600 to intergranular stress corrosion crack-
ing (SCC) is being investigated in pure water, simulated primary water and en-

]
vironment with an all volatile treatment (AVT) typical of secondary side water
in PWR steam generators.

U-bend tests have been completed in pure water at 365 C and 345 C, in pri-
mary water at 365 C and in AVT at 3450C.~ Failure times in all ersvironments ap-.

paar to be very similar at these test temperatures.
:

Constant stress tests are continuing with preliminary results indicating
- that failure times are inversely proportional to approximately the third power
of the stress for one heat of material being tested. .

1

Strain rate effects on crack velocity have been determined using the con-
Stant extension rate tests.

a
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1

1. Stress Corrosion Cracking of PRR Steam Generator Tubing |

(T.S. Bulischeck and D. van Rooyen)

The first draft of a report summarizing the program to date is near com-
p,letion and will be sent to RSR for comments. A model for prediction of pri-
mary or secondary side SCC life of steam generator tubing under actual and
vatying steam generator service conditions is also included in this report.

Test Status

1.1 Constant Deflection Specimens

Results are detailed in Tables 1 and la. Circulating primary water
tests at 365*C have been in progress for 23 weeks and will be terminated af ter
the 24 week period. This test contained specimens fabricated from those heats
of mateElal which failed in pure water tests as well as some of the more
recently received tubing materials. Commercial " thermally treated" (700*C for
20 hrs.) tubing , well as material removed from the process line prior to
thermal treatment comprise this recently received group of materials. No
f ailures have been found in any of the 4 heats of thermally treated material,
however, 2 of the three heats of material which had identical processing
history but without the 700*C - 20 hr. heat treatment failed during this time.
Stress corrosion cracking was also found in 4 of the 5 heats of material which
were susceptible to SCC in high temperature pure water environments. The
failure times in primary water appear to be very similar to those obtained in
pure water tests at this temperature. A primary water test at 345*C will be
started near the end of January and this data will be used to complete the
comparison between pure 110 and primary 110 environments.2 2

The same heats of materials exposed to primary ll 0 have been in an AVT2
environment at 345*C for 19 weeks. During this time, three of the five heats
which cracked in pure water tests have failed. There doesn't appear to be any
dif ference between failure in pure water and those in AVT at this time.
Failure occurred in one heat of material exposed to an AVT environment in 1/3
of the time required in pure water, however, most of the other heats have
failed in AVT at approximately the time necessary to produce SCC in pure
wa te r. None of the 700*C thermally treated material failed in this test and
one of the new materials without thermal treatment failed. This test is
scheduled to continue for several more weeks before starting a lower
temperature study.

Pure water exposures at 325*C and 290*C are continuing with no new re-
suits to report at this time.

1.2 Constant Stress Tests

A dead weight loaded lever system which stresses three specimens simul-
taneously is now in operation. Specimens from one heat of material are loaded
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with the three lever systems to different stress levels and failure times are
recorded oy micro-switch activated timers. The increased testing capacity of
this system will be beneficial in providing essential data for crack initia-
tion times as a function of stress and will permit the MTS system which is
currently being used for this test to begin additional cyclic experiments.

The f ailure time dependence on stress level for specimens from Heat #4
(.01%C) is given in Figure 1. These specimens were stressed in 365'C pure
water with the MTS system applying the controlled load. Examination of the
f ractured surface showed intergranular SCC approximately .045" into the .095"
thick specimen. These preliminary results indicate that Tg is approximately
proportional to 0-3 af ter normalizing the stress levels by subtracting the
yield strength of the dif ferent specimens.

1.3 Constant Extension Rate Tests

These tests are continuing in two units with emphasis on establishing the
crack velocities at or near operating conditions for several heats of materi-
al. The effect of strain rate is also being explored and current results
indicate the crack velocity produced in a range of 10-6 sec-1 to 10-8

-1 is relatively linear with a slight increase in velocity as the rate issec
lowered.

Figure 2 indicates the crack velocity as a function of strain rate for
two heats of material at two different temperatures. The average slope of
these will be used to fulfill the requirement of determining strain rate ef-
fect, however, several more tests will be performed to determine the limits on
these curves.

The third system is used as a sorting test to slowly strain 4 specimens
in series and determine SCC susceptibility rather than crack velocities.
Thermally treated materials are currently being tested in this system.

1.4 Capsule Tests

Af ter 24 weeks exposure to 325*C primary water, capsules with an internal i

corrodant and carbon steel slug to provide deformation, have not shown any |
indications of SCC. Diametral deformation is approximately .019" af ter this

period.

|

1

)
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Table 1 Materials Experiencing ICSCC in U-bend Tests

Test Average Time
Heat Specimen Temp. Environ- Specimens Failed to Failure Exposure Time of

No. Condition (OC) ment Specimens Tested (Weeks) Unfailed Specimens

2 As rec'd 365 HO 3/4 2 362

Pickled HO 2/2 2 -

2

As rec'd 345 HO 2/2 14 -

2

Pickled HO 2/2 16 -

2
As rec'd 325 HO 0/2 52-

2

Pickled HO 0/2 - 52
2

As rec'd 365 primary 2/2 4 -

As rec'd 345 AVT 2/2 5 -

4 As rec'd 365 HO 2/2 11 -

2
Pickled HO 0/2 - 182
As rec'd 345 HO 0/2 36-

2

Pickled HO 2/2 10 -

2

As rec'd 325 HO 1/2 51 522

Pickled HO 0/2 - 522
As rec'd 365 primary 2/2 12 -

As ree'd 345 AVT 2/2 7 -

5 As rec'd 365 Ho 4/4 12 -y

,

Pickled HO 1/4 9 30 |2

As rec'd 345 HO 2/2 16 -
2

| Pickled HO 2/2 13 -

2
As rec'd 325 HO 0/22 52-

Pickled HO 1/2 29 522
As rec'd 365 primary 0/2 23-

As rec'd 345 AVT 2/2 19 -

_
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Table la Materials Experiencing ICSCC in U-bend Tests

Test Average Time
Heat Specimen Temp. Environ- Specimens Failed to Failure Exposure Time of

No. Condition (*C) ment Specimens Tested (Weeks) Unfailed Specimens

10 As rec'd 365 HO 0/2 36-

2

Pickled HO 2/2 2 -

2

As rec'd 345 HO 0/2 36-

2

Pickled HO 2/2 5 -

2

As rec'd ",2 5 HO 0/2 52-

2

Pickled HO 0/2 52-

2

As ree'd 365 primary 2/2 21 -

Pickled primary 2/2 1 -

12As rec'd 345 AVT 0/2 -

Pickled AVT 2/2 8 -

11 As rec'd 365 HO 1/2 13 34
2,

Pickled HO 2/2 4 -

2
36As ree'd 345 HO 0/2 -

2

Pickled HO 2/2 16 -

2
52As rec'd 325 HO 0/2 -

2

Pickled HO 0/2 - 52
2

As rec'd 365 primary 1/2 22 ?,3

Pickled primary 2/2 1 -

20As rec'd 345 AVT 0/2 -

Pickled AVT 2/2 11 -

2317 As ree'd 365 primary 0/2 -

Pickled primary 2/2 14 -

Pickled 345 AVT 1/2 17 18

2318 As rec'd 365 primary 0/2 -

Pickled primary 1/1 17 -

Pickled 345 AVT 2/2 9 -

20 As rec'd 365 primary 2/2 14 -'

Pickled primary 1/2 5 18

18Pickled 345 AVT 0/2 -

- , -- - .
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